Simulation of line broadening due to dipolar coupling between spin labels
Simulations of spectra recorded at 170 K were carried out using in-house software (J Bradley unpublished) . Least squares refinements of the spectra with only 10% of helices spin labelled were used to obtain estimates of the principal values of the g and A tensors at each position and the intrinsic line width for the EPR transition. Examples of X-and W-band spectral simulations used to extract the g and A values are shown in Figure S1 . These values were used as fixed parameters in the least squares refinement of spectra in which 100 % of helices were spin labelled. Differences between the spectra with 10 % and 100 % of helices spin labelled were assumed to be entirely due to dipolar coupling of the magnetic moments of the nitroxide radicals, any nitroxide motion having been frozen out. (A x , A y ) and 10 -3 cm -1 (A z ). Under these conditions the effect of the dipolar coupling is to split a resonance line observed at gµ B B such that there is a non-zero transition probability at four fields:
where A is the effective hyperfine coupling constant, I m the projection quantum number of the nuclear spins A and B, J the dipolar exchange constant and
This leads in principle to 20 resonance lines in place of the three observed in the uncoupled system.
However, some transitions are rigorously degenerate resulting in a maximum of 15 lines.
The difference in energy between these transitions is sufficiently small that the individual resonance lines are not resolved and the net effect is an apparent broadening of the 100 % labelled spectrum compared to that with 10 % labelling. The extent of spectral broadening is dependent upon the relative magnitudes of the dipolar exchange and hyperfine constants. The hyperfine constant is fixed at that value estimated from the 10 % labelled spectrum and the strength of the dipolar exchange is related to the inter-spin distance and angle via:
where ab r is the distance between the dipoles and ζ the angle between the dipole-dipole vector and the applied field. For each orientation in the powder pattern the angle ζ is related to the polar angles ϑ and φ by via a coordinate transformation. The distance and angle were then treated as parameters to be refined in order to obtain the best fit to the observed spectrum at 100 % labelling.
An idealised model of the protein conducting TatA channel consisting of a wall of single helices has been used to estimate interspin distances. In this model spins lie at distances of n, 2n, 3n and so on where n is the distance across a helix, ca. 15Å.
The next nearest neighbours lie at 30Å.
The distance dependence of the dipolar coupling is 1/r ab 3 strongly weighting the contribution to the spectral broadening from nearest neighbors by about 10 fold. Hence only the nearest spins are considered in the analysis. The software used to fit the dipolar broadening assumes an exchange coupled dimer. There is a centre of inversion between helical units implying that the g-tensors are co-linear, allowing the application of certain simplifying assumptions. However, each spin label will have two nearest neighbours meaning that, neglecting next-nearest neighbour interactions, the system must be treated as a trimer rather than a dipolar coupled dimer. A perturbation analysis of three dipolar coupled spin 1/2 radicals, each coupled to an I = 1 nucleus, has not been carried out. However, given the assumptions already made in distance estimation from the dipolar broadening analysis and the level of precision obtainable from these data, the analysis of the spectrum can readily be extended to a trimer from a dimer model in the following way. The major effect of coupling to a third spin centre is to increase both the number of allowed transitions and the energy range over which the exchange coupled manifold extends. The increase in the extent of the exchange coupled manifold is greatest for a linear trimer. For an exchange constant J between spins the manifold of states extends over 2J in the case of a dimer and over 3J in the case of a linear trimer.
Therefore, if an apparent coupling J' is required to account for the broadening using a dimer model this corresponds to a coupling J = 2/3J' in a linear trimer. At any given orientation the exchange constant for dipolar coupling is proportional to 1/r ab 3 , where r ab is the inter-spin separation. Hence the inter-spin separation, r d , obtained from the analysis based on a dimer is related to an inter-spin separation in the trimer, r t , to a first approximation, by multiplying by the scale factor 
